After Gaeira and her Sun (Universal Essence Spirit Mate) blew up together, there was a pause in the physical life scenario. It was time for the next stage of their master plan, the creation of the very first Soul Spirits.

The Original First Being Halves wanted to create as many new Souls as possible from 1/3 of their remaining energy, the most they could release without damaging their energetic integrity. They had already released a lot of their combined energy and they needed to conserve all they could. After all, they still had to maintain control over everything they created.

In order to do this, they decided to initially create a small amount of small weak Souls in a small Universe to see how things progressed from there. They found out that their growth potential, from having started so small and weak, would take too much time to reach the size and power level they felt they needed.

This first Universe and the Souls within it were simply left alone. As they had lives they would retire to their normal state, Spirit, and then eventually go back into a body again. They were Spirit Guides to each other and functioned, basically, just as we do here. Their lives just weren’t so difficult. Their energy level wasn’t capable of dealing with what we do.

They had a few smaller and weaker Angels assigned to them; to keep an eye on things and that’s about it. They’re still alive today, just separated from everything else. They’re not defective, quite the contrary. They’re nice, happy, and considerate; most of them are anyway. Their Universe was created about 1.349 Eons, in Universal Time, before ours, the second one.